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Faculty Senate decides:
no student anonymity
"Anonymous or unsigned comments will not
go in the permanent personnel file."
By Cory W inchell
W halesong Staff
On September 18, the UAS
Faculty Senate— a council set up
to address faculty concerns—
debated and ratified measures
to require all written course
evaluations which go into
instructors' personnel files to be
signed.
Dr. John d'Armand, Professor
of Music, introduced the proposal. He said, "I believe
anonymity is a form of dishonesty, we should encourage
honesty...nothing angers me
more than injustice, and you
can't have justice without
honesty."
Under the new policy, Wally
Olson, President of the UAS
Faculty Senate, said, "Anonymous or unsigned comments
will not go in
the permanent
personnel file.
He continued,
"If the professor is bad, one
should have
facts."
Olson said,
"If the facts are
straight about bad behavior on
the part of a professor, then the
administration can in no way
retaliate."
"Students aren't going to be
happy because this is a small
school, but I don't know if the
professors are that vindictive,"
he said.
Jason Ohler, Assistant
Professor of Education, took
exception to d'Armand's
position. In the Faculty Minaid that the "comfort
ed by anonymity

would be lost to students.
Linda Halfan, Assistant
Professor of Art, in rebuttal,
noted that at the University of
Oregon any written comments
by students must be signed to be
included in the faculty member's
file.
A compromise to d'Armand's
proposal was suggested by Tim
Fuiiam— to have only signed
comments placed into personnel
files along with unsigned
statistical portions of the evaluations.
There are two portions of the
Student Evaluation forms: the
first is a scored section, the
second is a written comment
section. Olson clarified, "Students can still write anonymous
comments, those will go to the
professor but not into the
permanent file."

Faculty Senate vote, comprising
the three campuses in Southeast
Alaska, were: Juneau— 18 for, 1
against, 1 abstention.
Ketchikan—7 against. Sitka—3
for, 1 against. The motion
carried.
Dr. Dave Reaume, Professor
of Quantitive Methods, in
addressing the issue said, "A
student signature in an evaluation is potentially
setting himself up tor
a bad grade in the
future."
Reaume also said,
"Some professors
who want anonymity
for themselves when
—Chris Palm, UAS student evaluating their dean
voted against anoAccording to Faculty Minutes nymity for students. I would
vote to give students anonymd'Armand amended this motion
ity, but deny it to faculty,
as follows: "All students' evaluabecause the faculty is protected
tionsr both the numerical scoring
from retaliation through legal
and comments, are voluntary.
channels."
Only those comments signed by
Students around UAS have
students will be included in a
strong
opinions about the
faculty member's personnel file fo r
evaluation. All unsigned comments proposal. UAS student Chris
Palm said, "If someone tells you
will be given to faculty members fo r
you're
a crappy teacher, it's hard
their use in improving their course
offerings and will not be included in to forget that. The signatures
should be accessible to the Dean
their personnel files fo r evaluation,
or officials so that students
retention, promotion, and tenure."
could
be accountable, but still
The results of the UAS

"The signatures should be accessible
to the Dean or officials so that
students could be accountable, but
still maintain anonymity

maintain anonymity."
Lindsey Campbell, a student
pursuing a degree in Early
Childhood Education said, "If I
made negative comments I'd be
afraid for my grades."
Marc Jaenicke, a sophomore
studying sociology, captured the
opposing argument succinctly,
"This is a small campus," he
said.
Felicia Shiro, said, "They [the
professors] may say they'll be
able to put negative comments
behind them, but I think not."
Christopher Delez, USUAS
Vice President, said, "Hearing all
the conflict over the evaluation
process, makes me not want to
participate in it."
Dr. Bill Brown, Professor of
Economics at UAS, said, "The
whole thing is wrong. I personally spoke out against having
students sign their evaluations at
the Education, Liberal Arts and
Science faculty meeting at the
beginning of the 1992 year. The
professors that have bad evaluations usually are the ones that
complain about it."
"They [the evaluations]
should be typed, not handwritten; professors can distinguish
handwriting," he said.
Wally Olson, answering to the

discrepancy of professor evaluations being anonymous while
student comments are signed,
said, "Administration is not the
same as faculty. They don't
need tenure, and do not have to
go through a faculty committees
to get promotions or achieve
tenure."
"However, if I had anything
negative against my dean, I
would not hesitate to sign it," he
said.
Although the Faculty Senate
ratified the motion, the proposal
still must pass Chancellor
Marshall Lind's desk for his
approval. Normally the Chancellor has 30 days to look over
the Faculty Senate's proposal
before rendering a decision. The
motion has been in Lind's
possession for over a week,
giving the Student Body about
three remaining weeks to solicit
the Chancellor with ideas and
opinions.
"Now is the time to get to the
Chancellor," said Olson.
In response to the issue,
Chancellor Marshall Lind said,
"I've had this motion for about a
week. I'm waiting to see what
the students have to say."
He said, " I encourage student
reaction as soon as possible."
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Lack of com m itm ent to university hurting quality of education

Law requires colleges to release crime stats

"Often the commitment to the university falls short of what is needed. "
Elected state
officials should be
guided by the
wisdom of the
ages when they
consider funding
for our university
system.
The great
philosopher
Aristotle had a
definite idea on
the value of
education. "All who have mediated on the art of governing mankind have been convinced that the fate of
empires depends on the education of youth."
Aristotle's wisdom should be embraced by all of
Alaska's elected officials. If we hope to address the
multitude of complex issues facing our state, we must
ensure that our citizens have access to a good education.
Without this commitment we can never hope to diversify our economy and compete in an ever increasing
competitive world.
It is extremely important University of Alaska students and faculty participate in this year's election
process, in addition to registering to vote and making
sure you vote on election day. I strongly urge you to
make funding of the university system a priority in this
year's campaignThe awareness level of legislative candidates must be
raised to ensure they understand the need for an adequate and stable level of funding of the university
system. I am certain most candidates are sincere when
they say they support education funding. However,
their commitment needs to be more than just paying lip
service to the issue to win votes.
The commitment must also include a willingness to
advocate and vote for increased funding for the univer-

sity as the operating and capital
budgets are formulated.
As a member of the Senate
Finance Committee and Chair of the
University Budget Subcommittee, I
have witnessed a lack of a strong
commitment on the part of many
legislators for the university. All or
most promised a strong level of
funding for education when seeking
office. Unfortunately, their concept
of education may not have been all
inclusive. Often the commitment to
the university falls short of what is needed.
In 1986 when state revenues plunged as a result of
the fall oil prices, the university was forced to reorganize. This led to a net reduction of over $25 Million in
the university budget and had a serious impact on
university programs. We continue to face declining
revenues but we can not absorb another reduction in
university funding as occurred in 1986. In a period of
economic decline, education, including the university
system, warrants the highest priority. It is even more
important in these times to build a strong university
system. The University of Alaska Southeast, for example, requires additional classroom space, student
housing and stability in academic offerings.
To ensure this happens requires a strong commitment from all legislators. This necessary commitment
on the part of legislators won’t occur in a vacuum. It is
necessary for University of Alaska students and faculty
to raise the consciousness of legislative candidates.
Make it your business to find out where they stand and
offer or withhold your support accordingly.
It is important that there be funding adequate for
programs, instructors and proper facilities. It is equally
important to know the position of legislative candidates
on university funding prior to going to the polls this

Guest
Editorial

t

November.
Adequate funding for the University of Alaska is an
issue of great importance to you and it should be for all
Alaskans.
The future of our state depends on it!

Jim
Duncan

additional courses from them.
Course evaluations by students consist of a numerically scored section and comment section, both handedout
at the end of each semester.
Apathetic— the word accurately defines the UniverInstructors
are human; they have emotions. They feel
sity of Alaska Southeast student body. According to
Webster’s, a person who is apathetic is "one feeling little anger— they, too, can voice their opinions about students
behavior, albeit not anonymously. They cannot help but
or no emotion; unmoved, not interested; indifferent;
be human and feel a sense of dislike for someone who
listless."
calls them an idiot. In the words of one of the Whalesong
At many universities students pay close attention to
administrative decisions that affect their future— at UAS reporters, "emotion transcends logic and reason." If I call
you an ugly name, no matter how objective you might
students are simply "not interested."
Point in case: right now, you, the students, are losing be, you will still look at me in a different sense—you're
probably not going to like me.
your voice in the evaluation process and could potenStudents need anonymity. Without it, the UAS
tially lose your right to anonymity.
faculty's stripping them of their ability to speak out
Last month the UAS Faculty Senate passed a motion
without
fear of repercussion.
eliminating the student's ability to critique their instrucIt is interesting to see how truly hypocritical humanity
tors anonymously and still have those evaluations mean
can
be— 18 of 19 faculty (at UAS-Juneau campus) that
something.
The motion made by Dr. John d'Armand, Professor of voted for this motion enjoy anonymity while evaluating
their administrator, but ironically fear our voice when
Music, claims that allowing students to submit anonywe, the students, evaluate them.
mous evaluations "does not encourage students to take
I strongly urge every student opposed or in support of
seriously their task of evaluating faculty fairly."
What an anonymous evaluation does is allow students this motion to voice his/her opinion to Chancellor
Marshall Lind. Further, I call upon those instructors to
an avenue to voice concern without the fear of retaliaexamine more carefully its ramifications.
tion. Personally I don't care about retaliation from an
It's time the administration listened to our voice and
instructor or administrator, but an incoming freshman
considered it before implementing a decision made by a
spending the next two to four years here will not "honfew threatened faculty members.
estly" evaluate an instructor, knowing they must take

By John Williams
For the Whalesong

REACH seeks student
helpers for respite care
Dear Editor:
I am writing to share information with UAS students
about a unique opportunity to earn spare cash and gain
experience in the field of developmental disabilities.
Knowing that students schedules are often changeable,
this opportunity may be just what some students are
looking for.
The job title is "respite provider." In this job, providers are basically on call. Once an applicant has gone
through the training and application process, they can
be available to families to provide respite care.
The job duties revolve around providing companionship or care to a person with disabilities. This gives
parents a chance to have a night out, go to the doctor,
go shopping, or just relax.
I will be offering a training program this month for
people interested in learning more about Respite.
Anyone who is curious about Respite and the training
should call for more information at 789-7673.
Sincerely,
Anne Fons,
Respite Coordinator

(CPS)— Colleges and universities nationwide have
to release statistics to faculty, students, administrators
and staff members that detail crime rates on campus.
The federal law, which became effective Sept. 1, was
written so that crime rates at campuses would be made
available to anyone. But some crime safety experts are
concerned that supplying statistics alone won't curb
campus crime, and question to what extent schools will
be forthright in reporting crime.
"I'm suspicious. I would imagine there would be a
tremendous variation in complying with the law," said
Alan McEvoy, of Wittenburg University in Springfield,
Ohio. "I could see that there would be all kinds of
problems, and schools may have a tendency to minimize crime on their campuses."
Schools now have to provide information such as:
•A statement of current police policies to report crime
on campus, and the institution’s response to the
reports.
•Disclosing security measures on campus, including
residence halls.
•How the school informs students, administrators and
faculty about campus security procedures, and how the
school encourages them to be responsible for their own
security.
•A policy regarding the use, possession or sale of
alcohol and illegal drugs.
The report must also contain campus crime statistics
involving murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assault,

burglary and motor-vehicle theft.
However, there are several kinds of crime not reported to campus officials in all cases that range from
dorm theft to rape, officials said, which could indicate
that the crime statistics could be flawed from the outset.
"In terms of rape, the disclosure laws focus in on
crime reported to police and campus security," said Gail
Abarbanel, Director of the Rape Treatment Center at
Santa Monica Hospital in California.
"The vast majority of college students who are raped
don't report it," she said. "Rape is the largest crime on
campus, but it is under-reported. It would be a mistake
to use those statistics as a measure of rape on college
campuses. I tell colleges that if they are doing a good job
reporting sexual assault, the statistics will go up because
women are more comfortable reporting it."
However, acknowledging that there is crime on
campuses is a start, Bill Whitman, Director of the Campus Safety and Security Institute, said. "It gets the facts
out. Crime does occur," he said.
"I doubt there are many students who look at this
issue, but it is a real significant issue for mom and dad.
From a parental point of view this information is necessary," Whitman said. "Many young people, especially
freshman, have never thought about safety before. They
can be naive, trusting and a bit lazy. It has to be an
ongoing, constant education."
Just the fact that schools are now required to report
crime statistics is a step in the positive direction, said
Dorothy Siegel, Vice President for Student Services and
Director of the Campus Violence Prevention Center at
Crime...continued on—page 12

C ory's Corner Column
Perot rejoins the Presidential race, brings back people’s voice

Faculty Senate eliminates student anonymity
By Gregory Norman
Whalesong Staff
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The University of Alaska Southeast student newspaper,
Whalesong, is a bi-weekly publication with a circulation of
2,500 copies per issue. The Whalesong's primary audience is
UAS students, although its broader audience includes
faculty, staff, and community members. Whalesong will
strive to inform and entertain its readers, analyze and
provide commentary on the news, and serve as a public
forum for the free exchange of ideas. The staff of the
Whalesong values freedom of expression and encourages
reader response. Letters to the editor are welcome and
highly encouraged. All letters must be signed to be
considered for publication and may be edited for style and/
or brevity but never content. The Whalesong is located on
the Auke Lake campus in Mourant 207B. Mailing address:
11120 Glacier Highway • Juneau, AK 99801. Telephone:
789-4434, Fax 789-4595, VAXID: JYWHALE.

Welcome back, Ross Perot! Finally a candidate that is
not concerned with political agendas, offering a brighter
hope for private ownership and self reliance. Government has for too long been a tool for redistribution, and
it's high time that we used it for its original constitutional purpose—insuring citizens that they will not be
harmed, be it physically (violence) or fiscally (thievery),
or however else.
Since the early 1900’s the government has adopted a
stance of "babysitter" instead maintaining the role of
policeman.
With Perot candidacy announced businessmen
throughout the United States can breathe a sigh of relief,
knowing that there is a presidential hopeful that is
dedicated to free-markets. How could we ever have
trusted the Presidency to politicians? That august office
should be held for someone with the fortitude to
question overtaxation, and overdevelopment of government. Perot is the perfect solution; he has nothing to
gain! He isn't a lifelong bureaucrat that leeches off
taxpayers to survive. He is independently wealthy, and
understands the plight of the struggling businessman.
I cannot, with good conscious, say that I agree with
every one of Perot's policies. His idea of turning the
banking system into a credit/ debit, computerized
system is dangerous to personal fiscal freedoms, yet
these measures are to remedy a banking system riddled
with monopolistic overtones. To support Perot is to
support his message that the government is a means,

not an end. Cutbacks are natural occurrences in the
private sector. Supply and demand is the most basic law
in economics, it must be be allowed to apply in government if the government wishes to dabble in the economic
arena—an action that should repulse and nauseate any
liberty lover.
In the end forced equality is a pipedream. If you
speak to a radical femi-nazi, equality might mean
castrating 20% of the male population.
On the other hand, equality might be defined by
someone else as seeking and finding the essential pur-

pose of one's particular nature and rigorously trying
enhance that nature. Freedom is the quest of humanity.
I for one don't want someone with aspirations of political
grandeur trying to equalize society. I feel everyone
should be left alone to pursue personal agendas, there
cannot be an aggregate agenda. Ross Perot understands
this. Thomas Jefferson's economic policies still ring true
today. Truth is universal, it will not change. Laissezfaire.
Well Ross, again, welcome back. Free us from the
social fascism that enshrouds us; it cannot equalize us!
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Plagiarism a serious problem at all levels of education
By John Williams
For the Whalesong
A marginal student, at the
end of the term, turns in a major
paper that is academically
perfect—brilliant thoughts,
wonderful analogies and
insightful analysis.
Unfortunately, the words
aren't his.
The student has taken
paragraphs verbatim out of a
research book and included
them in his paper without citing
the author. In real terms, this
student is a thief—he is stealing
someone else's work and
passing it off as his own.
Plagiarism, which comes
from the Latin word meaning
kidnapper or literary thief,
brings up a plethora of knotty
problems for students and
academicians.
If a professor suspects a
student of plagiarism, how should
the case be
handled? Do
students get
enough background on
plagiarism to
understand what
it is? With rapid
advances in the
ability to make
copies and
printouts of print
and electronic media, how does
modern technology fit into the
scheme of defining plagiarism
and its consequences?
These questions tend to
muddy an already gray area.
Plagiarism has existed as
long as people have written,
and despite widespread knowledge that it is a form of academic cheating, it still is practiced.
"If students do not understand the importance of doing
their own work and being
honest intellectually, they will
fail to "understand that when
they get into the work world,"
said Elizabeth Baer, Dean of
Faculty at Gustavus Adolphus
College in Minnesota. "It is
necessary for colleges to get
students to understand the
gravity of it. We need to help
them (students) to understand
that it is not acceptable."
Plagiarism occurs at all levels
of college, from the freshman
year to doctoral work. Some
cases that have received extensive publicity, according to The

Chronicle of Higher Education
and other sources, include:
•The Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr., the slain civil rights
leader who plagiarized much of
his doctoral dissertation. King
received his doctorate in 1955
from Boston University. A
panel investigated the finding,
made public by Stanford
University researchers at the
Martin Luther King Jr. Papers
Project, and upheld the plagiarism charge in 1991.
•H. Joachim Maitre, the dean
of Boston University College of
Communications, resigned in
1991 after he used several
passages of an article in a
commencement speech without
citing the author.
•U.S. Sen. Joe Biden, D-Del.,
admitted in 1987 that he plagiarized part of a law school paper
in 1965. He copied five pages
from a law review in a 15-page

Unless we work collectively to
oriented newspaper and magaturn it around, we will continue
zines, term papers are openly
to have problems."
peddled. Papers written by
Sometimes students plagiaother students, or research done
rize out of desperation because
by companies that specialize in
they are weak writers or beproviding term papers to
cause they didn't work on their
students, can be turned in to
assignments until the very end
instructors and passed off as the
of the term. Other students say
student's own work.
they do not know what plagiaConsider Rolling Stone. In the
rism is, an excuse that doesn't
classified section, companies
wash with academicians.
routinely advertise to sell papers
"I believe 95 percent of
and research. The cost can
college students understand
range from $7.50 a page for
what plagiarism is; they receive
undergraduate-level papers to
information about it from high
$50 a page for custom research
school on," said Barbara
at the master's and doctorate
Hetrick, Dean of Academic
level. According to the compaAffairs at Hood College in
nies, research is done by staff
Frederick,MD. "Inm ost
researchers who have advanced
instances, students may not
degrees or have been in business
have given themselves enough
for many years.
time to complete the assignGeorge Thomas Wilson,
ment, or in some cases, they
classified advertising director
may have felt over their heads
for Rolling Stone, said "there are
academically. So rather than
obvious ethical problems" with
talk with the
such services. He said that
faculty member,
students could use papers just
they stole
for research, "but obviously that
someone's work to
probably isn't the case. There is
pass."
no control once it is in their
It is difficult to
put a definitive
number on the rate
of plagiarism cases.
Many cases may be
dealt with pri—Elizabeth Baer vately between the ATLANTA (CPS)—Four undergraduate students at Emory
instructor and
University have just published
student, while
'’Sexual Etiquette 101" which
other cases may go before a
paper without citing the source
they hope will become required
panel of students and faculty
while at Syracuse University
reading for college students this
y
.
r
a
e
members
for
consideration
and
Law School. While running as a
possible punishment.
Democratic presidential candiThe Higher Education
date in 1987, he also used
Research Institute at the Univerquotations in speeches from
sity of California-Los Angeles,
former British Labor Party
which does annual freshman
leader Neil Kinnock and the late
student surveys, used to ask
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy without
questions about cheating, but
giving them credit.
does not any longer. Some
These are well-known cases
schools told students not to fill
that received much attention in
out the section on cheating, so
the nation's media. But plagiaresearcher stopped asking the
rism also exists on a much
questions, a spokeswoman said.
quieter and anonymous level,
from the student who copies
An average of 300,000
students a year are surveyed at
verbatim out of research books
600 institutions. In 1988, the last
and passes it on as his or her
year the cheating section was
own work in freshman compoincluded in the survey, 36.6
sition to doctoral candidates
percent of the respondents said
who secretly use the services of
they cheated on a test in school,
research companies.
while 57.1 percent said they
"I see it as a very critical
copied homework from another
problem. It seems to me that
student. If cheating on this level
the incidence of plagiarism has
exists, it is fair to assume that
increased in the past 10 years,"
similar rates of plagiarism will
said Kevin Brien, a professor of
exist, school officials said.
philosophy at Washington
In fraternity and sorority
College in Chestertown, Md. "I
houses, in dorm lounges, even
see it as something that is
in classified ads in youtheroding academic institutions.

"If students do not understand the
importance of doing their own work
and being honest intellectually, they
willfail to understand that when
they get into the work world."

hands. On the surface, we can't
know what they're going to do
with it, but one can certainly
surmise. Who's to say?"
Hetrick, from Hood College,
said instructors get to know a
student's work and turning in a
paper that is different in style
and approach could signal a
plagiarism attempt. "Professors
get to know writing styles pretty
well. I'm sure they become
suspicious if something is going
on," she said.
Hood has an academic honor
code that is run by students, and
suspected plagiarism cases go to
the Academic Judicial Council,
which is made up of students
and faculty members. If stu
dents are suspected of plagiarizing, they are expected to turn
themselves in to the council and
present their cases. They may
flunk the paper, the course, or in
extreme cases, be kicked out of
school.
"The system works at Hood.
I think there is an awareness of
plagiarism. If they don't know,
they will ask," Hetrick said.

Stu d e n ts p u b lish b o o k"Se xua l Etiq u e tte 101"
rules about thoughtfulness and
respect for others in this are a /
the book says. 'This could not
be further from the truth."
Deborah Cates, a junior at
William and Mary College,
worked on the project this
Summer while attending a
summer program in family
planning and sexuality at

Emory.
"I wrote the 10 rules of
sexual etiquette," said Cates,
who said the book will be sold
on college campuses and used
as a textbook for wellness
classes.
Here are a few of Cates*
rules: 1) "Be sure sexual activity
is consensual," 2) "No means
no," 3) "In sexual situations
always be thinking ahead.
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AIDS spreading in Alaska: Juneau tied for second with 7 percent
By George R. Campbell
Whalesong Staff

152,153, but they suspect these
figures miss many cases that go
unreported. By 1993 there are
One hundred and twentyexpected to be between 390,000three Alaskan's were confirmed
480,000 cases.
to have AIDS at the end of 1991.
The American College Health
Seventy four have died. White
Association lists an estimated
males are by far the most at risk.
one of every five hundred
Males having homosexual
college students are infected
intercourse are in the number one with AIDS nationwide although
risk category.
statistics range as high as one
Though Anchorage has an
student in every hundred
overwhelming percentage of the
infected.
infected populace, Juneau
Katy Goodwin, UAS Nurse,
matches Fairbanks for number
works on campus four days a
two. Reportedly, seven percent
week. Her duties include blood
of all Alaskan AIDS cases are in
testing. Besides HIV, she can
Juneau.
test for Hepatitis B, Syphilis,
The Centers for Disease
Hemoglobin, TB, Gonorrhea
Control reports 230,179 docuand Chlamydia.
mented cases of HIV in the past
Goodwin said business is
eleven years. Deaths number
"steady" in the nursing office.

The services is free to students. Goodwin said the need
for these services, saying students can't afford medical
assistance in town.
Goodwin gave an example of
a foreign student who needed an
immunization priced at $130;
through the Juneau Public Health
Clinic she was able to get it for
free. This case is not unique, she
said.
Goodwin predicted that AIDS
on campus was probably as
prevalent as elsewhere in the
nation. Students should be
tested "whenever they feel it
necessary" to be screened.
Goodwin also expressed concern
for students under the influence
of alcohol and drugs, saying it
increased their risk because it

clouds good decision making
with regards to risky sex." Risky
sex may include kissing, but
definitely includes any sexual

contact not using protective
barriers. Condoms are available
free at student services and the
student housing lodge.

The UAS notebook. . .

Music professor honored
Linda Rosenthal, UAS professor of Music, was chosen as
soloist for the National Symphony in Washington D.C. She
will preform in the Kennedy Center in D.C. Rosenthal will
also tour with the group in Alaska in the beginning of
October.

UAS alumnus receives award
Jeffrey Skaflestad, a 1988 UAS graduate in the secondary education credential program. Recently chosen as the
1992, "Alaska Outstanding Biology Teacher" by the
National Association of Biology Teachers (NABT) and
Silver Burdett and Ginn, Inc., publishers. The Arctic
division of American Association for the Advancement of
Science will award a $500 grant to be used to attend the
NABT annual conference in Denver, Colorado in November.

Guest lecturer Alan Shapiro visits UAS
Dr. Alan Shapiro, professor and director of the program
in History of Science and Technology at the University of
Minnesota, lectured at the University of Alaska, Auke
Lake campus and the Alaska State Museum. Shapiro
discussed the Newton's theory of color mixing.

Westmark Hotels, Inc. Joins Tuxedo
Junction; scholarship announced
Annual University of Alaska Southeast fund-raiser
Tuxedo Junction received a boost earlier this week when
Westmark Hotels, Inc. of Anchorage agreed to act as the
event's corporate sponsor. Tuxedo Junction, now in its
eleventh year, is a formal evening of music, dancing and
casino-style gambling which raises funds for university
scholarships.
As part of the scholarship agreement, Westmark Hotels,
Inc. has pledged $1,500 in forming the Westmark/Tuxedo
Junction Scholarship. In addition, UAS will receive an
$1,800 in-kind donation from Westmark Hotels, Inc. which
will be used for Tuxedo Junction catering.

Bob Warren chosen fo r national
education congress
Dr. Bob Warren, professor of education at UAS, has
been selected to be one of the Alaska representatives on the
1992 National Congress on Rural Education. The Congress,
composed of 500 rural civic, education, business and
legislative leaders from across the United States, will
convene in Traverse City, Mich, on October 11.
Editor's Note: This is a special recognition section dedicated to
announcments, awards and other activities sponsored by UAS.
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Election results tabulated three out of six positions filled
By Molly Duvall
Whalesong Staff
USUAS student government
will hold its second election on
October 13. Deadline for
nomination petitions is October
1 2 , 1992.
Last minute resignations and

President Jacqueline Fowler.

unfilled positions have left
USUAS with no option but to
hold another election.
On September 23 and 24,
three candidates were elected:
Chris Delez, Vice President;
David Newman, Public Relations officer.; and Ron Arvin
Lower Division Representative.
Delez has lived in Juneau

since he was 10-years-old and
has been attending UAS for
fourteen semesters. He changed
his major to education four
semesters ago. In his first ten
semesters he majored in government. Delez has been appointed
the Chairman of the Election
committee.
He pushed to have a special
election rather than appointing
individuals to the vacant positions. "I believe in the democratic process, and the election
should be for the students,"
Delez said.
One of Delez's goal for this
year is to get at least one hundred people voting in the
upcoming special election.
Ron Arvin has lived in
Southeast Alaska his entire life.
A sophomore, Arvin has attended UAS for three years. He
is currently enrolled in nine
credits. Arvin is majoring in
Construction/Environment
management.
Arvin, is a heavy equipment
operator during the summer.
"Not having to work during the
semester enables me to attend
classes and fulfill in m y USUAS
responsibility," he said.
As a three years member of

Vice President Christopher Delez.

Student Government, Arvin
brings veteran experience to
USUAS this year.
" A handful of people are
spending $100,000 of student
activity fees any way they want,
and no one can say jack about it.
So, I would hope students
would come to the meetings
and give us their input," Arvin
said.
"Participants in student
government would learn to
manage a $100,000 budget, hold
and operate a meeting, find out
what politics are really about,
how this university really works
and how to make important
decisions," Arvin said.

Genesis: a must see Biblical production
By Kee George
Whalesong Critic
The first play of the
Perserverence Theater season,
Genesis, kicked the theatrical
year off to a great start. Attending the September 17th show,
the impression was so overwhelming, I personally plan to
see it again. The play is currently running until October 11.
Genesis, written by Dora
Cloud, is based upon the first
section of the Bible. Beginning
with the creation of the universe,
th e audience goes through each
experience with the characters.
Paval Dobruski the
scenographer cleverly uses
temperature and sounds to
encourage the audience to
explore their senses. For example, at the beginning of the
play the entire theater resounds
with the feeling of growth. Out
of the steaming darkness comes
the voice of God played by
Bruce Rodgers.
With the famous "Let there be
light," he brings us through the
first days of Eden, and the
childlike, innocent curiosity that
Adam and Eve display. Too

quickly that infant-like wonder
leads Eve to the tree of Knowledge— as everyone is well aware!
If any have not been exposed to
the biblical beginnings, it is even
more reason to check it out!
The first act ends with Adam
and Eve being banned from

R E V IE W
Eden. In the process the audience is herded outside into the
rain. Fortunately, a tent was
provided for the guests, but the
cast acted out the rest of the play
in the midst of the harsh autumn
elements. Needless to say, my
respect for the cast grew immeasurably.
The actors all played their

parts very convincingly—raw
but not melodramatic. Inspired
by love and fear, Adam and Eve
(played by Rand Bigelow and
Lynette Turner) as well as the
other biblical characters all
struck a chord within. Kudos to
the director, Molly Smith, and
the composer, Bruce Hanson, for
a job well done. This play is for
all types of believers; one does
not need to be of any particular
religion to enjoy the acting,
superb choreography and
spectacular ending.
My congratulations to
Perseverance for starting their
'92-'93 season off with a bang.
Parental consent for those under
16 is requested, as Adam and
Eve are nude in the first act.
Perserverence suggests
patrons dress according to the
weather.

David Newman, a freshman,
was elected as the Public Relations Officer. Newman comes
from JDHS where he spent all
four year of his high school
career.
Newman, 18, has had extensive experience in public speaking; he was the President of a
speech club at JDHS. Newman
is excited about helping to
inform students about what is
going on in their university.
Some of his personal goals
are to be a voice to the legislature on the topic of raising the
cost of tuition and housing vs.
the amount students receive in
the form of student loans.
Other goals are opening up
USUAS to students' ideas,
working closely with legislators
on student interests and community activities.
Elected last spring as president, Jacqueline Fowler, is a new
face in the student government.

She has lived in Juneau for two
years.
Fowler is majoring in Elementary Education. She
anticipates graduating in the
spring of '93. She has one main
goal for student government is
to streamline all procedures and
clean up the infrastructure of the
UAS Student Government.
"This group had a real
constructive workshop, we did a
lot of brain-storming, goalprioritizing and issue-spotting,"
Fowler said.
USUAS plans to hold a
meeting soon. All students are
encouraged to attend the
meetings. Right now the council
is apparently having "difficulty
meshing schedules," according
to Arvin.
Three positions are available
at the upcoming elections,
Legislative Affairs Coordinator,
two upper division and one
lower division representative.
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Bears present unique problem to unive rsity housing re sid e nts
By Dan Walker
Whalesong Staff
The fact that one can occasionally see bears around the
University of Alaska Southeast
makes the campus unique
among its peers. Bear activity
also makes UAS unique in the
sense that certain precautions
have to be taken to protect
students from bears, and bears
from students.
"These are not zoo bears, so
the less contact you have with
them the better off you are and
the better off they are," said Bob
Etheridge, UAS Building Service
and Supervisor.
UAS is the location of numerous bear sightings. Despite
UAS's obvious Alaskan location,
there are other reasons for the
abundance of bear activity on
campus. According to
Etheridge, "The campus is
located on a bear flyway to
Auke creek," a salmon stream
located near the front entrance
of the campus. "Bear sightings
have also risen since the roadside hunting of bears became
illegal," Etheridge said.
The majority of the bear

sightings at UAS have come
from the housing facilities.
"Trash is the big culprit at
housing," Etheridge said. With
two huge dumpsters symbolizing a "free meal", it is simple to
see why bears are so attracted to
housing. According to Channel
Sanitation, "there is no such
thing as a bear- proof con
tainer."
"Residents at
housing
have been
doing an
extremely
good job of
keeping
trash off the
porches,"
Etheridge
said. However, Etheridge
seemed puzzled as to why
students won't
use the half-empty dumpster by
B building when the dumpster
by E building begins overflowing with bear bait (trash).
Physical Plant's motto for
bear control: "If its uncomfortable for them, they won't hang
around," and when they do
wish to attend college "keep

them moving."
"W e place high emphasis on
control and counter measure.
Bear control starts before we
have a problem," Etheridge
said. UAS bear control and
counter measures range from
placing ammonia bags smeared
with bacon grease in the timber
around campus to helping the
Fish and Game transplant bears

The broken ammonia bags also
give Physical Plant an idea of
bear activity. Five bags have
been broken this year by bears.
Washing the dumpsters out
with bleach is also a common
practice for Physical Plant. The
bleach kills bacteria and helps
cut down the trash odor which
attracts bears.
Students and faculty are
asked to report all bear
sightings to Physical
Plant. Etheridge
emphasized the
importance of reporting a bear sighting:
"The number of
sightings tells Physical
Plant a lot about bear
—Bob Etheridge activity, so we can act
accordingly." There
have been seven
who have decided to make UAS reported sightings this year.
their second home.
This number of reports is lower
Ammonia is sprayed around
than previous years.
the outskirts of the trails and
The Fish and Game Departaround the dumpsters. Accordment only become involved
ing to Etheridge, the ammonia
when a bear becomes a threat to
seems to spook black bears— the people or when bear activity is
most abundant species around
unusually high. "The Fish and
UAS.
Game Department has been
very supportive," Etheridge
The theory behind ammonia
use in bear control is based on
said.
the ammonia's presence in bear
Both the Physical Plant and
urine. The higher the concenFish and Game emphasize the
tration of ammonia, the larger
safety of the bears when dealing
the bear. Since the smaller black with them. "Cracker rounds"
bears are no match for their
and "rubber loads" are used
larger cousin, the brown bear,
when trying to scare off a bear,
whiffing a high concentration of said Etheridge.
Cracker rounds and rubber
ammonia usually sends the
loads are both shot from a
smaller bear scampering.
shotgun. The cracker rounds
A good-smelling, horribleare basically firecrackers that
tasting bag of ammonia proexplode at about 50 yards—
vides some negative reinforceeffective in frightening the
ment for garbage hungry bears.

"These are not zoo bears, so the less
contact you have with them the
better off you are and the better off
they are.."

bears. A rubber round is a three
quarters of an inch rubber ball
that will give the bear a good
sting in the behind— the bear's
bottom is the only target for a
rubber round, Etheridge mentioned.
Sometimes, a bear has to be
relocated when it gets too
comfortable on campus or
becomes aggressive towards
people. This is when Fish and
Game hauls out their bear trap
and tranquilizers. If a bear can't
be trapped, "Free ranging" is
often the only option left. "Free
ranging is an absolute last
resort," Etheridge said. Free
ranging is the tranquilization of
an uncontained bear. The
problem with free ranging is it
puts the safely of the bear at a
higher risk.
Matt Robus, Habitat Biologist
III for Fish and Game, offers
some advice for people walking
around in bear territory: "Try to
make noise. A bear will usually
avoid you. Don't do anything to
attract bears, like pack fish
around, and keep food sealed
up." If you come in close contact
with a bear, " don't freak out and
ru n away. Stay calm and back
out of the situation," Robus said.
Both Robus and Etheridge feel
that people need to realize that
human co-existence with bears is
possible. "People need to realize
that they are in a unique situation. There is an element of risk
and also a lot of reward to be
gained from wildlife. Once you
have established that you are in a
safe situation, you should enjoy
them [bears] because they are
really neat critters," Robus said.
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In this issue, I have solicited poetry of a more normative nature. We don't know if poetry could ever be objective, that would be quite a
concept! Sarah and Peter both share perspectives about life and feelings in their writings, showing us that emotional truths can sometimes
effect us universally. I do however follow a premise that is very defined when it comes to art, expression, opinion, and even facts— logic
and reason must necessarily give way to the power of subjective emotion, for emotion transcends logic.

Student Resource Center hopes to increase placement of graduates
By George R. Campbell
Whalesong Staff
Placement, which faculty and
administrators agree is important, is a process where the
university system does introductions and arranges job interviews
between students and organizations.
Today at UAS, these activities
are limited to the career fair,
internships and a special program for vocational students
from the department of Career
and Continuing Education.
Greg Wagner, Coordinator of
Admissions and Placement, is in
his second year working with
placement. Wagner said he is
hoping to increase his time
working on placement this year
to about 25 percent. Recruiting
and advising occupy most of his
time.
Wagner said UAS has been
laying the foundation for
placement with the career fair
and career center.
The career center gives
students occupation, interview
and resume assistance. "W e
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provide placement through the
career fair," said Wagner. The
career fair is an annual gathering
of prospective employees for
students to meet and discuss
opportunities. The career fair is
held each spring.
Wagner said he expects to
have a jobs board established by
spring semester.
Colleen Doherty, Coordinator
of Counseling Services, emphasized the importance of the
career center, but said, "N ot a
whole lot" is being done with
placement.
Doherty said placement must
evolve with student services,
beginning with career planning
for students, then resume
writing and interview skills
along with job search strategies.
Actual placement of students is
the next step.
The Career Center offers all
their services free to students.
Students are beginning to take
advantage of the service.
To be competitive today,
Doherty said, "It's extremely
important in today's job market
that students do an internship

prior to graduation. It's your
ticket to employment."
Bruce Gifford, Regional
Director of Student Services,
agrees not as much is being
done in the area of placement as
perhaps there could be. Like
many other areas in the UAS
administration, budget restrictions limit the resources he can
apply to placement. Gifford
expressed that adding faculty
and classes has priority to "give
students tools for job searching."
When asked what the responsibilities of the placement
coordinator were, Gifford said,
"his primary job is to coordinate
recruitment effort, help with
academic advising and then

placement." Incoming requests
for applications and job announcement are also directed to
Wagner as a small portion of his
job.
Continuing Education has
funded a placement counselor by
a grant. Their department is selfsupporting, and has extremely
impressive statistics for placement. A full-time placement
counselor in student services
would cost $30- $40 thousand per
year, according to Gifford.
Placement is a "service everybody can get involved in,"
Gifford said.
Ken Lowe, Southeast Service
Area Manager of Alaska Employment Service said, in order to

place someone in a job it takes a
willing worker and a willing
employer. To find both it "takes
a coordinated strategy."
Though most people are placed
locally, Alaska Employment
Services has a statewide computer network listing job openings around the state.
Lowe said that UAS and
Alaska Employment Services
had limited discussions about
placement of graduates, and
said that it is a possibility. Lowe
emphasized the need to work
cooperatively to resolve details.
The department of Career and
Continuing Education is presently working with Alaska
Employment Services.

Sarah Hanson is a full-time student at UAS, fulfilling core
criterion in order to pursue a degree in the Arts. She has considerable interest in writing, preferring it to reading. Upon inspection
one can see the clarity and honesty which inspires Hanson's poetry.
Hanson professes extreme enjoyment in noticing the small, simple
things in nature.
For'Existence

Reflections

I suppose I could pour my heart out in aphrase
in ink andflashes
thoughts and words
Love in my life
o f life
joy rising in the very bright of my heart
into my neck and throat and eyes
in a cry
o f happy
absolute happy
Contentness
that I am thankful for existence.

I pulled over to the side of the road and wrote this on the back of
a scrap of paper. It had been a beautiful day and I knew I had
something to say about it.
—Sarah Hanson

Last of the Mohicans
Winchell: It looks as though the director and producer did their homework, the setting and costumes were incredible.

Peter McDowell is an independent management consultant who is
specializing in career and management consulting for profit and
nonprofit organizations. He is a former visiting Associate Professor and Academic Advisor at the UAS School of Business and
Public Administration. He comes from Juneau and intends to live
here for the remainder of his life.

‘lhe power of the individual is Best shared through a
bond with another. ‘Bonding comes through closeness, trust,
and confidence, But especially through shared experiences
under stress. ‘Ihese open the mind, the heart, and the soul
to each other, as nothing else can.
What should Be shared?
values,
ethics,
commitments,
intellectualinterests,
cultural experiences,
recreationalpleasures,
health,
and a6ove all, time.

Reflections is a poem about human relationships. It was written
in 1989 to convey the parity that is the essence of a relationship
between a couple.
-P eter M cD ow ell

Walken Easy there Winch, this is a movie the wholefamily can enjoy
without having to ponder metaphysical philosophy. The action scenes were
very vivid without using gore, so a younger audience could get thefeeling of
how it really was without puking.

Walker: As much as I hate agreeing with Wenches, I have to agree with
ya, Winch. The one scene when the French were attacking Fort Henry in
the movie rates up there with the war scenesfrom Glory.

Winchell: That's true, and Ifound that the characters maintained a
reservation without overacting or acting larger-than-life. Well, except until
Hawkeye (played by Daniel Day-Lewis) went ballistic and began to resemble Rambo with his almost supernatural one-handed marksmanship.

Winchell: I'll say. Another thing that struck me was the way the director
seemed to portray the abilityfor humans to overcome huge obstacles
without pointing fingers or blaming one side or the other.

Walken And the director would have done well to develop and define
Magua— the bad guy—and his incessant hatred of the British, and in
particular General Munroe.

Walker. They did, however, make the British appear daft by their disregard for human life, in efforts to abide by the King's Law.

Winchell: The obvious difference in cultures was depicted well in dialogue
between the Englishwoman and the adopted Caucasian Indian, when
Hawkeye said, "We are a breed apart, and I do not understand you
[people]." The overall feeling was that the difference between humans is not
the difference in race, but the the diversity of ethnic groups.

Winchell: You mean the scene when the three Mohican scouts approach
the General and ask that he allow the militiamen to return to defend their
homes andfamilies?
Walken The General seemed more concerned about chivalry and honor
than regardfor human life. Pride can be a terrible and dangerous thing.
Winchell: You're right, in fact that is probably the thesis of the whole
movie, yet I'm still amazed that in an era, nowadays, when political and
environmental issues plague America, director Michael Mann chose to
address a single theme, the abilityfor humanity to overcome adversity, even
if that adversity is caused by themselves, or the nations they belong to.
Walken Sounds pretty deep!
Winchell: Just follow me here, the French General—-who's supposed to be
a bad guy—turns out to have just as much honor and turpitude as
Hawkeye, the protagonist. There were no absolutes, except that goodness
will overcome evil, which is an entirely emotional issue.

Walken Yeah Winch, whatever. I think it's just a good account of human
suffering, coming from both sides of thefence.
Winchell: Overall, Walker, I thought the movie had a lot to say, although
it didn't follow the novel too well, but fortunately it didn't portray all the
fad political nuances that Hollywood is renozrn for (like Robin Hood). It
had passion, action, romance, all based around a masterpiece of American
literature. Dude, on a thumb-scalefrom one tofive I'd give it a strong
three-and-a-half. If nothing else, Cora (played by Madeleine Stowe) was
HOT!
Walken Well Winch, maybe I'm easier to entertain, so til give it a four,
thumbs-up! Because Magua made the Sheriff of Nottingham look like
Mother Theresa! The dude cut that other guy's hea...::.''
Winchell: Okay Big Guy, save some of the scenes for the movie-goers.
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By Molly Duvall
Whalesong Staff
If you haven't found it yet,
The Learning Center is the m ost
important place students can go
to get help. Located on the
lower level of the Egan Library,
The Learning Center has grown
significantly in the past couple
of years.
"W e have a good combination of peer tutors and ed techs
(tutors who have received a
degree in a special area) and we
receive great benefits form both
types of tutoring," said Mary
Soltys, coordinator of The
Learning Center.
"Peer tutors are helpful in
that they speak the same
language as students," Soltys
said.
N ot only do peer tutors help
students learn, but they also
help themselves by practicing
teaching methods and continually practicing repetitive skills.
English is one of the main
subjects tutored in the the
Center. Professor Jo Devine, a
faculty consultant, and Professor Karleen Grummett are two
faculty members connected with
the English tutoring program at
the Center.
The Center has a welleducated staff of English tutors
who can help students generate
ideas and begin to expand their
creativity, formulate a thesis and
teach both the APA or the
popular MLA style of documenting sources.
Students can get help on
writing assignment for history,
anthropology, laws or business

courses at the Center.
Math tutors are also readily
available. Ron Seater, faculty
consultant, as well as the other
faculty members, each spend up
to two hours per week in the
Center. All levels of m ath are
represented, ranging from
preparatory math to calculus.
"The Learning Center is
utilized by a fair amount, but it
could be utilized to a greater
extent," Seater said about the
use of the math facilities by
developmental students.
Cecilia Ryman, a sophomore
at UAS, believes the center has
an "excellent English program.
All the tutors seem to have a
good handle on it but, they need
a little more emphasis in m ath."
History is another subject

area in which tutors are provided. Tutors include: Carol
Dodson, Vanessa Veselka, and
Frank Clark. Veselka is currently doing a history study
group which meets on a regular
basis.
Jodi Cooper, a freshman,
praised the history program,
"They pointed out my weak
points, commented on where I
could go to find more informa-

tion and showed me an example
of a former student's book
report. It only took about 10
m inutes," she said.
Sign-in sheets are located in
the entry way of The Learning
C en ter; they are an important
aspect to this facility's survival.
The Learning Center must show
that students use the facility in
order to maintain the funding.
Such a facility wouldn't be

available if the amount of
students using it decreases.
Hours are posted around
campus so, if your schedule is
really tight or you don't have
time to hang out at the center,
you can sign up on the bulletin
board for a personal appointment.
"It's a friendly place, a place
to get excellent help," Seater
said.

Iowa State Professor sues university over textbook
AMES, Iowa (CPS)— An Iowa
State University professor sued
several school adm inistrators
and the Iowa Board of Regents
after he was barred from using a
book he w rote as a required text
in a class.

John Strong, associate professor in human development and
family studies, claimed his First
Amendment and academic rights
w ere violated because he could
not use his book,’’Unlocking the
Communication Puzzle."

"Strong feels strongly that the
university is interfering with his
rights to select his own materials,” Anthony Renzo, Strong's
attorney, said.
A student complaint brought
it to the attention of the school.
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C LA SSIFIED S/789-4434
BuyorSell
1985 Mustang New HI PO 302
and Borg Warner 5-Speed.
Ford Motorsport Suspension.
Cream Puff— 789-5220. $5500
or best offer.
For Sale: Chain Saws, modi
fied Stihls. Contact Dan at
789-2404 after 6p.m.
1986 Ford Ranger 4 x 4 ,36‘
tires, 7 inch lift kit, X-tra cab,
V 6 , 5-speed. Too much to list,
please call— 789-5220. $6500
or best offer.
For Sale: 1980 Chevy Monza,
Beater— $400. Call 789-3119.
1974 Chevy Stepside Pickup,
No Rust, 6-cylinder, 4-speed.
Low gear, good MPG. Great
truck— $ 1800 or best o f f e r call 789-5220.
For Sale: 10x35 Nomad trailer.
Great for single student, must
sell— $4500. Call 790-3367.
For Sale: 1986 700 Honda
Shadow motorcycle, 5500
miles— $3000, or best offer.
Call 789-2404 for more info.
Two rooms for rent— 2 miles
from UAS campus— beautiful
contemporary home nestled
in woods. Private kitchen.
Owner— UAS employee and
student— $500 per month.
Call 789-5220 (after 6) or 7896366 (M-F 8-5).

Help Wonted
House keeping—weekly basis
for family of three. On bus
line or within walking distance
of UAS. References please—
789-5220 after 7 p.m.
#1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority or
other campus group can
earn $500 or more in less than
one week. It is easy, and you
pay absolutely nothing.
CALL 1-800-735-2077 EXT. 105
UAS Personnel is accepting applications fo r student
em ployees liste d below fo r
the academic year. Student
positions are lim ited to 20
hours o f work p e r week and
m ust be enrolled in a m ini-

mum o f six credit hours to
apply. Contact Personnel or
c all 789-4553 fo r applications,
process inform ation or detailed position announcments.
Student A ssistant III positions pay $7.04 p er hour.
Student A ssistant IV positions pay $8.45 p e r hour.
STUDENT ASSISTANT III Receptionist Computer C e n te rposition will serve as receptionist and perform a variety
of general office, clerical and
secretarial duties.
STUDENT ASSISTANT III Continuing Education— Responsible for evening building
security and assistance at the
Bill Ray Center. Evening
employment hours will be
determined by department,
not to exceed 20 hours per
week.
STUDENT ASSISTANT III Consultant Computer Center.
Provide technical assistance,
consulting services and
training with selected software applications for academic users of the computer
systems in Southeast Alaska.
STUDENT ASSISTANT III Administrative Services. This position
will provide clerical support
for the Business Office and or
Personnel Services.
STUDENT ASSISTANT III Bookstore. Maintain accurate
records for cash register sales
of textbooks and sundry
items. Stocking shelves,
unpacking/packing books,
pricing, checking orders,
inventory, telephone inquires,
assist clerks with registration
duties. Customer assistance.
STUDENT ASSISTANT III
Children's Center. Experience
working with young children.
Have or obtain basic knowl
edge of first aid for children.
Must be in good health (a
physical examination is
required). Prior to employment a security check will be
required.
STUDENT ASSISTANT III Food
Service. Positive attitude
desired as this position has
high public contact. General

Knowledge of basic health
rules, basic kitchen safety and
cashier responsibilities.
STUDENT ASSISTANT III Housing
Labor Pod. Ability to deal
diplomatically and pleasantly
with university students, faculty
and staff. Ability to troubleshoot problems and concerns.
Ability to follow directions and
then perform tasks with minimal supervision. Energetic
and self-motivated. Must be
able to spell, alphabetize,
answer phones and use a
cash register/adding machine.
STUDENT ASSISTANT III Library.
Student assistants function in a
support role to the librarians
and classified staff in the
Public, Technical Services and
Media Services areas of the
Library. They are expected to
handle a variety of clerical
and technical tasks with
minimal or no direct supervision once the initial training Is *
complete.

STUDENT ASSISTANT IV Teaching Assistant Biology 208.
Must have completed Biology 113 and 208 with labs,
with grades of "B" or better.
Provides support for faculty
member teaching Biology
208.
STUDENT ASSISTANT IV Teaching Assistant Biology 209.
Must have completed Biology 113 and 208 and 209 with
labs, with grades of "B" or
better. Provides support for
faculty member teaching
Biology 209-Zoology.
STUDENT ASSISTANT IV Teaching Assistant Geology. Must
have completed Geology
104 with lab, with a grade of
"B" or better. Must be able to
recognize student learning
styles, must be well organized, highly responsible and
able to work with little or no
supervision. Provides support
for faculty members teaching
Geology.

STUDENT ASSISTANT IV Teach
STUDENT ASSISTANT III Physical ing Assistant Physics. Must
Plant. Clerical support. Knowl- have completed Physics
course sequence with labs
edge of general office and
basic filing procedures; expe- with a grade of "B" or better.
Must be able to recognize
rience with computers and
student learning styles, must
use of Microsoft Word and
be well organized, highly
Lotus 1-2-3 preferred.
responsible and able to work
STUDENT ASSISTANT IV Mathwith little or no supervision.
Provides support for faculty
ematics. Must have comteaching Physics.
pleted completed Math 200
(Calculus I) or above or be
presently enrolled in Math 200. STUDENT ASSISTANT IV Teaching Assistant Liberal Arts.
Must carry a grade average
Teaching assistant for large
of "B" or better in math
lecture format classes in
courses. Must be able to
Liberal Arts. This position
recognize student learning
requires a person who
styles, must be organized and
posseses high scholastic
highly responsible. Provides
ability, personal and professupport for math faculty
sional maturity, and wellmembers.
developed organizational
and communication skills in
STUDENT ASSISTANT IV Peer
an academic environment.
Tutor. Assist in all activities of
the Student Learning Center
STUDENT ASSISTANT IV Teachwith primary emphasis in
ing Assistant Accounting.
tutorial assistance to students
Completion of advanced
and community members.
managerial cost accounting
desired. Assist faculty memSTUDENT ASSISTANT IV Teach
ing Assistant Biology 113. Must bers in the accounting area
and students currently enhave completed Biology 113
and 208 with labs, with grades rolled in accounting classes
at the School of Business and
of "B" or better. Provides
Public Administration.
support for faculty member
teaching Biology 113.

STUDENT ASSISTANT IV Teaching Assistant Education.
Assistant for large lecture
format classes in Education.
This position requires a person
who posses high scholastic
ability, personal and professional maturity, and well
developed organizational
and communication skills in
an academic environment.
Juneau Business and
Profesional Women's Club
meets Tuesday, Oct. 13 at 5
p.m, students, working
women, retired or planning to
work are invited. BPW builds
women power politically,
professionally and personally!
Call Carolyn Garcia at 7902868.
Alaskan Women Wanted to
submit articles, poetry, artwork or volunteer for quarterly magazine. Alaska
Women Speak a must have
for feminist or multi-cultural

people! Get your copy at
the 2nd issue— $10
subcription for 4 issues. Write
Alaska Women Speak, Box
92842, Anchorage, AK 995092842. Call Carolyn in Juneau—790-2868.
ALMA Chapter Meeting will
be held on Sunday, October
11,1 p.m. in the Douglas
Library Conference Room.
ALMA assists adoptees (18
and over) or search for their
birth-family and birth-parents
searching for adoptees.
ALMA also assists anyone
looking for long lost relatives
If you have any questions,
call Lisa at 789-3648 (evenings) or Kit at 789-9411
(mornings).
Happy Birthday Blake— Mom
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Crime.,.
(cont. from page 3)

Towson State University in
Baltimore. "The benefit is to
say, ’Look, crime happens.'
Students don't ask questions
about crime," she said. "It's a
very hard message to sell.
McEvoy, at Wittenburg
University, said he is worried
that some colleges and universities may try to minimize crime
statistics to lessen perceived
public relations problems. "It’s
more paperwork for the administration and brings to light
problems they don't want to
discuss," he said.
Siegel was more optimistic
that the information will reflect
all reported crimes. "I don't
think schools will fudge. Our
nature is that we're law-abiding
bureaucrats," she said.
"We're low-risk; conforming
folks," Siegel said.

